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Introduction

If we can divorce the term meta- from an association with conceptual analysis, narrowly understood,

then I can say that my topic falls in meta-epistemology rather than normative epistemology.  Rather than

assessing norms for theoretical reasoning � which here I will take to reasoning that concludes in and

purports to justify a belief � I will be asking how it is even possible that a process like reasoning could

bear on a phenomenon like belief.   This may not strike anyone else as terribly puzzling, which

might make my task easier or harder � I�m not sure.  But I do hope to make it seem rather puzzling,

and thereby provide some excuse for my taking up your time with it.  Since I also think I see the

outlines of an a solution to the puzzle, I�ll hope you feel your time wasn�t wasted � I hope to do

more than just kick up a small cloud of dust.

On at least one way of thinking about it, not all of epistemology is about theoretical

reasoning � if, that is, reasoning is read somewhat strictly.  We might call �reasoning� any mental

process that could be conceived of as �information processing�, but here I will try to be more

faithful to the idea that reasoning is a kind of inferential process, deductive or inductive or abductive,

say, and that the objects of reasoning are representations with something akin to truth or accuracy-of-

representation conditions, perhaps but not necessarily propositional.  If the matter is to be put in the

language of information-processing, I�m interested in a certain broad class of mental operations on

semantic rather than merely syntactic information.  Using this somewhat restricted notion of
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reasoning, which is something I will assume goes on at least to a reasonable approximation in

humans, I hope to formulate a puzzle you will find worth pursuing.   I will be claiming that this

puzzle has a real history in philosophy.  Reasoning in this sense appears to play a notable role both

in so-called normative guidance of thought and action �  for instance, when we speak of being �guided

by logical rules�.  When Aristotle puzzled over the character of practical reason, and when Hume

made his famous criticisms of the possibility of basing epistemology or ethics on reason, they both, I

think, had in mind this notion of reason and reasoning.

Here is a crude way to put the puzzle.  Thought and action are vital human processes that

profoundly shape our lives, involving the whole constellation of human psychology � sensation,

ideas, focus, feeling, desire, drive, ideas, emotion, and so on.  Yet reasoning in the narrow sense is

about ideas alone, and about logical rather than psychological relationships.  How could the one

govern the other?  Would this somehow require that ideas pack into them a host of logical implications

for non-logical phenomena?  That looks preposterous, especially once we notice that a logical

relationship must have logically-tractable relata.  But what could make feeling, desire, drive, emotion,

etc. logically tractable?  We can see two philosophical impulses as responses to this quandry.  First, a

kind of psychologism or reductionism in which we dismiss notions of logic, proposition, validity, etc. as

reifications of a naturalistic domain in which all genuine relations are causal.  Second, a kind of non-

naturalism or anti-reductionism in which one says that notions of desire, emotion, etc. are really

�cognitive� or �irreducibly normative�, and so subject by their nature to logical norms after all.  

Now as I see it, both impulses share a kind of guiding idea: we want a theory adequate to

what actual humans are and do.  So both are committed to something like a supervenience thesis: if we

humans do indeed manage to engage in reasoning, belief, action, etc., that is because we humans are

somehow �quipped� psychologically to carry these out; if in principle our psychological equipment
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were incapable of carrying these out, then the proper response would be skepticism about human

reasoning, belief, action, etc.  So, on the non-naturalist view, if action or belief or desire are

fundamentally normatively-laden concepts, then we succeed, to the extent we do, in instantiating the

properties of acting, believing, and desiring thanks to our naturalistic endowment.  

That is the ground I will try to work.  The common ground between naturalists and non-

naturalists.  This means I won�t be analyzing the concepts of rational and belief � for all I say here,

these might be irreducibly normative concepts.  I will be trying to locate the sorts of features we

might have as naturalistic beings that might enable us to embody the property of possessing rational

belief.  So I hope my efforts will be of interest to naturalists and non-naturalists alike.  My interest

lies in the psychological infrastructure of rational normative guidance in belief � can we give a picture of

what it might be that would plausibly apply to humans?  This is, if you will, the engineering form of

the �is�/�ought� problem.

It will help, I think, if I standardize my language a bit before beginning.  Take �rational

belief� first.  There is a wider and a narrower sense of �rational� that matters for us.  The narrow

sense I have just discussed:  to be rational is to engage in reasoning and be guided by it.  The wide

sense is perhaps the more common-sensical: to be rational is to be appropriately responsive to

reasons, not just by accident, but by virtue of some sort of attunement to these reasons.  If we

think, as most of us do, that having an immediate painful experience is (at least) a good prima facie

reason for believing that one is in pain,  then we think forming this belief in immediate response to a

painful experience, without any identifiable deliberation, would be responding appropriately to a

reason, i.e., being rational, or forming a rational belief, in the broad sense.  We say in this spirit that

a when a very young child �has good reason� to be fearful of the cat that has scratched it,

unprovoked, or even that when a dog is �once burned, twice shy� �  it is avoiding touching the
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stove that burned it � that it behaves like this �with good reason�.  The dog is responding

appropriately to something we take to be a reason � avoiding burns and pain.  Of course, we don�t

think dogs are rational beings in the narrow sense, but we do in a common-sensical way think the

stove-avoiding behavior on the dog�s part is a rational bit of behavior in the broad sense.  To

attribute rationality in the broad sense, we need to make up our minds about what some good reasons

might be; to attribute rationality in the narrow sense, we need to make up our minds about what

reasoning might be, good and bad.  One way to think about the problem of rationality in belief is to

ask what role rationality in the narrow sense might play in rationality in the wide sense � how might

reasoning help us be appropriately responsive to good reasons?1  I think we all understand what is

meant when it is said, of an individual who engages in compulsive, highly exacting reasoning about

virtually every aspect of his life, that such a person is �irrationally rational�; or, what is meant when

it is said, of an individual in organized crime whose known constitutional tendency to throw all

caution and calculation to the wind when wronged has intimidated even his rivals into avoiding

conflict with him, that he is �rationally irrational�. 

Corresponding to this distinction between broad and narrow reason we can distinguish

broad and narrow notions of normativity.  Reason in the narrow sense is normative in the narrow

sense because reasoning (in the sense we�ve focused on) constitutively involves following norms �

either implicitly or explicitly.  Norms, for example, give the �correctness conditions� for such

reasoning.  The vengeful gangster just mentioned does not even implicitly consult norms of risk-

assessment when wronged � if he did, he might be less intimidating.  On the other hand, his

constitutional resistance to reasoning gives us a way of manipulating him � he won�t take cost into

account.  

Reason in the broad sense is normative in the broad sense.  Attribution of reason in the
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broad sense involves seeing an act or belief as an appropriate response to good reasons.  We commend

them when we so label them � a �broad scope� normative use of language.  Now norms are involved

in much more than reasoning, and that will help us to see the difference between broad and narrow

normativity.  

Marx pointed out that the work of bees would put many a human architect to shame, but

that even the most successful bee-builders failed to do what even mediocre human architects can

do, namely, to �raise the building first in the mind�, and then pattern their plans or activity after

this image.   This capacity is indeed the source of much bad and unsuccessful architecture � the

builders followed the blueprints and specifications to the letter, but the architect had a bad or

impractical idea to begin with.  The word �normative� comes to us from the Latin norma, a

carpenter�s square.  Bees build honeycombs of amazing efficiency, lightness, and strength.  The

hexagonal cell they use is an optimal engineering choice for such structures, because it permits

close-packing (which circles would not) and provides intrinsic diagonal bracing (which squares

would not).  But though bees build honeycombs that respond excellently well to good engineering

reasons, and we would commend their structures to engineers and architects as models to study and

imitate � all normative talk on our part � , bees do not build normatively in the narrow sense.  They

do not apply antecedently-conceived ideas of proper structure, norms of engineering, principles of

materials science, calculations of optimality, blueprints, models, calculators, carpenter�s squares and

plumb lines, etc.  The fact that a given structure was built normatively (in the narrow sense �

through a norm-guided practice) is a very distinctive fact, and tells us a great deal about its creators. 

We would have to seriously revise our thinking about bees if we discovered tiny blueprints and

normae hidden in their honeycombs.  Yet as Marx observed, there is no automatic connection

between discovering that a structure was not built normatively and evaluating it as inferior
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normatively.  When philosophers say, as they sometimes do, that �The mental is normative� or

�Moral language is normative�, we should be sure to ask in which sense they intend the term.  I�d

be surprised if they took all my mental content or moral opinions, for example, as commendable. 

One more preliminary.  You might well be saying to yourself, �Fine, here is a neat set of

distinctions, and a problem that Aristotle or Hume or Marx might have worried about, but we

know so much more about the mind and the brain than either of them could.  And what we know

makes obsolete these ways of drawing sharp lines, or talking about belief, belief-formation,

inference, etc.  Old hat.  So time for a nap while Railton rattles on ... I knew it was a mistake to

invite an ethicist to an epistemology conference!� 

Well, it might indeed be time for a nap.  But I will be giving some modest but striking

evidence from contemporary cognitive psychology and neuro-psychology that nicely supports the

Humean account of belief I will be developing.  And, on the philosophical side, I will try to suggest

that the Humean account answers to a number of the concerns that have pre-occupied more recent

philosophers of mind and language.   It does not solve these problems, to be sure, but we could all

go to sleep if there were solutions in hand.

The puzzle

One way to get at the puzzle I wish to pose is to consider what we philosophers often call �the

�orthodox Humean� contrast between belief and desire�.  I put �orthodox Humean� in scare quotes

because I don�t in fact think it was Hume�s view.  Rather, is the view that orthodoxy attributes to

him.  If we can see what the orthodox view says, and see why (as I see it, at least) Hume himself

was unorthodox, we should be able to see the puzzle.  To prime our thinking, consider an analogy:
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In the case of ethics or practical reasoning, moral philosophers find it difficult to explain how moral

judgments could behave as logically as they do, for example, in conditional reasoning, since moral

judgements are by their nature connected to motivation (they �influence the will�, according to

Hume), and, as we noted, desires and feelings � the stuff of motivation � do not seem logically

tractable.  This is sometimes called the �Frege-Geach problem�.   

Here�s the orthodox Humean contrast, well put by Michael Smith:

According to the standard picture of human psychology � a picture we owe to

Hume  � there are two main kinds of psychological state.  On the one hand there are

beliefs, states that purport to represent the way the world is.  Since our beliefs purport to

represent the world, they are assessable in terms of truth and falsehood, depending upon

whether or not they succeed in representing the world to be the way it really is.  And on

the other hand there are desires, states that represent how the world is to be.  They are

therefore not assessable in terms of truth and falsehood.  Hume concludes that belief and

desire are therefore distinct existences. ...

Indeed, according to the standard picture of human psychology that we get from

Hume, not only are desires not assessable in terms of truth and falsehood, they are not

subject to any rational criticism at all [with the proviso:  except �insofar as they are based

on beliefs that are subject to rational criticism�] ... . [This] suggests that though we may

make discoveries about the world, and though these discoveries may rightly affect our

beliefs, such discoveries should, again with [the] proviso ..., have no rational impact upon

our desires.  They may, of course, have some non-rational impact.2

The application of reasoning to desires seems problematic, at least in part, because although they
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may have propositional objects, desires themselves are attitudes or feelings toward those objects. 

Indeed, they are attitudes or feelings of a peculiar kind: PR�s belief that PR is drinking a glass of water

is appropriate when PR is drinking water; but PR�s desire to drink a glass of water is often

appropriate precisely when PR is not.  For PR to drink would �fit� the attitude�s propositional

object, and moreover would satisfy PR�s desire, but it would not make the desire any more true,

accurate, or justified.  Beliefs are supposed to be true; desires are supposed to be satisfied; but satisfying a

desiring does not make it true, or even show it to have been a good desire to pursue.  I might be

desperately thirsty, but a drink would fatally upset my ion balance.  Desires guide action and choice, 

they �gild and stain� the world with various projected sentiments of �to be pursuedness� � or

something like that � but do not qua attitude simply �re-present� reality in a manner appropriate for

truth or accuracy-of-representation conditions.3  Yet reasoning in the narrow sense required relata

with just such conditions; so desire seems outside the scope of reasoning.  So much for the

orthodox Humean account.

Hume himself, however, was at pains to emphasize that belief, too, is a distinctive kind of

action-guiding attitude, and one that characteristically goes projectively beyond that which currently is

present.   To be sure, there is no distinction in truth condition between believing that p and p itself;  

as Hume puts it, belief adds no �new idea� or new representation to the proposition believed (T

623).4   Yet belief does add something non-representational � something that is a Humean �original

existence� �  to its propositional object, namely, a kind of �sentiment� or �feeling�:  �belief is more

properly an act of the sensitive, than of the cogitative part of our natures� (T 183).  Indeed, �belief consists

merely in a peculiar feeling or sentiment� (A 21).  

 To see why Hume thought this, consider a proposition q that is �before the mind� as a

wandering thought or a pure hypothesis � perhaps as a premise in a logical argument you are trying
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to winkle out of a philosophical text you are reading.  Now this thought or hypothesis will be true

just in case its propositional object, q, is true.  Insofar as truth-conditions or representational

content are concerned, then, imaginings or hypotheses that q are indistinguishable from belief that

q.  Yet it would be disastrous for me to give to my errant thoughts or mere hypotheses the same

role in guiding action or expectation that I give to my genuine beliefs:

whatever objects were presented [to the mind] by the wildest imagination, wou�d be on an

equal footing with the most establish�d truths founded on history and experience [T 624].

We therefore cannot explain the distinctive nature of belief in terms of �inert representational

content�, since that is common to imagining, hypothesis, and belief.  What, then, does make belief

distinctive?  Think of all these attitudes as having the form:

(A)  attitude [ idea ].

Hume will claim that the difference lies in the non-representational, non-truth-conditional part of

(A), namely, attitude [    ].  Belief is a distinctive �manner of conception� of the idea.  

This peculiar, belief-like manner of conception could not simply re-present its object, for

hypothesis and imagination also do that.  Nor could it be, say, a �clear and distinct conception� of

the object.   For, as Hume notes, the mind can �paint out the entire object in imagination without

believing it� (A 18).  What, then, is this special �manner of conception�, so essential to

distinguishing belief from idle thought and so crucial for the proper guidance of expectation and

action?   One would expect a matter of such importance to be the subject of great philosophical

controversy.  Yet Hume writes, �Here is a new question unthought of by philosophers� (A 17). 

Indeed:      

 This operation of the mind, which forms the belief of any matter of fact, seems hitherto to

have been one of the greatest mysteries of philosophy: tho� no one has so much as
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suspected, that there was any difficulty in explaining it. [T 628] 

His answer appears at first to be phenomenological.  Believing that p is somehow like a

lively sensation that p (cf. T 119).  But surely that cannot be right.  I would never confuse the

phenomenology of a belief that there is money in my bank account with the phenomenology of

actually seeing the money.  These two mental states do not look alike at all to �the mind�s eye�.  And

there doesn�t appear to be anything at all that believing that aspirin cures headaches looks like.

Upon further consideration, it emerges that Hume�s position is more functional than

phenomenological.  Belief that p gives to the idea that p a force or role for us, just like the force or

role of a lively sensation of p:

Tho� an idle fiction has no efficacy ... [t]he effect ... of belief is to raise up a simple idea to

an equality with our impressions, and bestow on it a like influence on the passions.  [T 119]

And what is the typical �influence on the passions� of an impression?

Impressions always actuate the soul, and that in the highest degree; but �tis not every idea

that has the same effect. [T 118]

Actuating the soul involves leading us to act, for example, as when the sight of food before when I

am hungry leads me to reach out with my fork.  Not every idea of having food before me, however,

has the same effect upon me.  If I am simply  imagining the meal I hope the waiter will bring to me,

even vividly painting it out in my mind on the basis of its charming description in the menu,  I will

make no move for the fork.  Only ideas of food before me that I believe will have a �like influence�

on my conduct.  

Hume is aware of the difficulty of conveying the experiential character of this �equality� or

�like influence�, describing the �manner of conception� involved in belief as �firm�, �lively�, 

�intense�, �steady�, but adding:
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This variety of terms, which may seem so unphilosophical, is intended only to express that

act of the mind, which renders realities more present to us than fictions, causes them to

weigh more in the thought, and gives them a superior influence on the passions and

imagination.  Provided we agree about the thing, �tis needless to dispute about the terms.  [T

629] 

Far from being an �inert representation�, then, �belief consists merely in a peculiar feeling or

sentiment� (A 21) that lends to the intrinsically inert idea that is its object a thought- and action-

guiding force (T 183).  

... in philosophy we can go no further, than assert, that [belief] is something felt by the

mind, which distinguishes the ideas of the judgment from the fictions of the imagination.  It

gives them more force and influence; makes them appear of greater importance; infixes

them in the mind; and renders them the governing principles of all our actions. [T 629]  

Hume expects us to be surprised by this claim that belief is �no more than� a feeling �

indeed, even as a philosopher working many years after Hume I am surprised.  (Especially, perhaps,

because I had been brought up on the �oxthodox Humean view� that belief, unlike desire or will, is

precisely an �inert representation�.)   Moreover, Hume expects us to be surprised at how

consequential this claim is: 

... all systems are apt to be rejected at first as new and unusual.  This perhaps will be the fate

of what I have here advanc�d concerning belief, and tho� the proofs I have produc�d appear

to me perfectly conclusive, I expect not to make many proselytes to my opinion.  Men will

scarce ever be persuaded, that effects of such consequence can flow from principles, which

are seemingly so inconsiderable ... . [T 118] 

Can we say a bit more clearly what this �new and unusual� system might be, or its surprising
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implications?  I hope to do, but first let me emphasize once again the infrastructural character of my

inquiry, and Hume�s.  When Hume says emphatically that �belief consists merely in a peculiar feeling

or sentiment� (A 21, emphasis added), he is not advocating a reductionist concept of belief.  Rather,

he is giving his account of the �operation of the mind� that constitutes the attitude [   ] present in

believing.  I will be calling the �feeling or sentiment� in question trust or confidence.  You may object

that these concepts involve normative elements, and that belief, trust, and confidence in some sense

�aim at truth�.  Perhaps so.  But �trust�, �confidence� , and �belief� also refer to psychological states. 

We often speak of children possessing beliefs, showing confidence, or feeling trust, even before we

would be entirely comfortable saying that they have mastered the concepts of truth or of normative

regulation.  Indeed, it does not appear to be a metaphorical use of �trust� or �confidence� to apply the

term to a sophisticated animal, such as a dog or a chimp � although we might be less secure (for

reasons I�ll suggest below) about imputing literal belief to such animals.  I mean to be inquiring into

the nature of the functional operations of the psychological states of trusting or having confidence

or believing, as does Hume, I believe.    

Building up to belief � Step 1

Here is a way of working oneself into Hume�s account.  Think first of a simpler sentient animal

than a human being.  For vividness, a fish, albeit a simpler one than even a perch.  Imagine it

equipped with some sort of eyes and olfactory glands, capable of receiving sensations from its

surroundings.  Suppose now that it is in a state of food deprivation or hunger, and moved to seek

food.5  If a trace of oil from food reaches its olfactory glands, the fish will swim in the direction of

the scent, �following its nose� to the food by guiding itself along the path of greatest intensity of
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olfactory effect.  If a more intense food scent appears from another direction, it will turn and head

that way.  If for some reason the scent trail simply leaves off, it will stop its directive motion and

swim about in an exploratory way until it detects a new food stimulus.  This fish, we will say, is

�guided by sensation� or by �immediate impressions�.6  

Although our fish is sentient, we need not tie the notion of being guided by sensation or

impressions to tightly to a strongly or strictly phenomenological conception of sensation or impression. 

As I sit, stand, or walk, I keep my balance � when I do! � by continual small adjustment of muscles

and bones, based on information received from many parts of my body, including my inner ear,

and synthesized in the brain.  This same phenomenon also gives my visual field a stable apparent

horizon.  Similar signals from my body cause me to roll in my sleep and to shift my neck

�imperceptibly� when sitting to promote adequate blood flow.  There appears to be a constant

sensory updating from our bodies and our environment, as well as some �intelligent� monitoring

and uses of the information received, though with little notable phenomenological manifestation.

Subjects in various experiments involving �optical illusion�,  �visual incongruity�,

�subliminal perception�, and �blind sight� may perform in ways that strongly suggest the receipt of

visual information that is not experienced actively as observation.  This information may be used by

the brain in appropriate and �intelligent� ways to guide even such complex and volitional tasks as

drawing, grasping, and categorization.  

In a well-known optical illusion, six identical black disks are seen arrayed on a flat surface in

a daisy pattern, with one in the center and five symmetrically arrayed around it.  This particular

arrangement has the effect of making the central disk �look smaller� than the others.  Yet if a

subject to whom the central disk appears smaller is asked to reach out his or her hand as if to pick

up one of the disks, selected at random, the pre-formed gap between the index finger and thumb as
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they approach the various disks is the same for all six, and matches their real identity in diameter

rather than their apparent difference.7   Somehow the sensorimotor system has derived from

perception a more accurate representation of the circumstances than has consciously-accessible

qualitative perception.

Relatedly, a classic �visual incongruity� experiment showed decades ago that subjects who

believe themselves to be participating in a test of speed at playing card recognition appear to receive

and make cognitive use of perceptual information concerning anomalies in the cards that is not

consciously available to them as declarative knowledge.  When exposed to playing cards with

anomalous coloring, say, a red ace of spades, flashed quickly in the tachyscope, subjects report

seeing nothing out of the ordinary.  Yet the experimenter can observe that their reaction time is

slower for the anomalous cards.  As exposure time is lengthened, subjects begin to show various

sorts of confusion or uncertainty in response to the anomalous cards that they do not exhibit to the

normally-colored cards, and even report �compromise� visual impressions (a red-colored ace of

spades might elicit �It looked as if that ace of spades had a smudge on it�).  As exposure time

lengthens, almost all subjects � but surprisingly not all � come to recognize the anomalous cards

accurately and declare them as such.  Once this is accomplished, the exposure time needed to

report such cards accurately drops.8  Somehow the anomaly is both perceived visually and used

cognitively � for example, in slowing reaction time, inducing uncertainty, and shaping

�compromise� representations � before self-conscious awareness of anomaly appears. 

Finally, in cases of so-called �blindsight�, neurologically-damaged individuals who report

seeing nothing when a black-and-white image of a geometric figure or bicycle is placed before them

nonetheless manage to trace the shape of the object to a surprising degree of approximation when

asked by the experimenter simply to guess and draw whatever comes to mind.  These results, as
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well as those experiments and familiar experiences mentioned above, lend some credence to the

hypothesis that there are two pathways from the eye to mental processing and behavior, one

mediated by a consciously-accessible, qualitative �visual field�, the other not.  This hypothesis is

supported as well by neuro-anatomical evidence of vision structures in animals and humans, which

reveals that evolutionarily-earlier animals such as birds lack visual cortices, and thus perhaps lack

qualitative �visual fields�, while nonetheless exhibiting complex visual responses to their

environments.  Perhaps it is this �earlier pathway� that is active in spacing our fingers when

grasping, in blindsight, in our non-declarative responses to �unseen� anomalies, or in various bodily

adjustments for balance and blood-flow.9   

Pure speculation on my part.  Its relevance to the case at hand, our food-seeking fish, is that

we need not imagine its ability to track scent trails to food as mediated by any sensory image-

processing at all.  So I hope there�s no temptation to equip the fish with an image or idea of food in

order to imagine him reliably �guided by sensation� or �the impressions of its senses� � detecting

sensory gradients and delicately adjusting its trajectory correspondingly.  There is a �force and

influence� on the fish�s conduct of particular, discriminated, active sensations.  They can be seen to

have motivational �importance� and a role as �governing� its movement (cf. T 629), without

attributing this to any sort of reasoning or special phenomenology.  Yet we do not think of the fish

as a mere machine � for example, it has appetite, arousal, and so on.  �Passions� of a fishy sort.

Moreover, we do not think of this fish�s conduct as mere reflex.  Reflexes involve

instantaneous, local, �unthinking�, stereotyped responses � flexing a knee, blinking an eye, dilating

or contracting a pupil, retracting a limb.  We all have reflexes, fish as well.  But the non-

phenomenologically-mediated (I am speculating) perceptual phenomena mentioned above for fish

and humans alike are not reflexive � often they involve a good deal of brain processing and
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complex, organized motor responses, such as swimming or grasping.   In the human case, we can

observe them at work slowing down or interrupting routine cognitive tasks, and guiding with some

finesse such complex processes as drawing a figure or identifying a card.  For beings who, like us,

have the good fortune to possess a  phenomenological field (I think!), the fact that this field

sometimes is situated �downstream� from some of this activity allows us to appreciate the

intelligence of the processes involved.  The anomalous playing cards not only slowed verbal

recognition from the outset, at longer exposures they engaged post-hoc rationalization mechanisms

(�Could I see that one again?  I must have blinked�) and yielded elaborate qualitative �compromise�

images (�That one seemed to have a kind of red outline on it�).  These responses are organized,

relevant, content-sensitive, and non-stereotyped � quite far from a simple �reflex�.   

Returning briefly to our hungry fish, we have in place the elements for a clearly non-

ideational, stimulus-driven notion of �the force of lively sensation in influencing the passions�.  

Making sense of Hume�s account of belief will be a matter of characterizing an attitude [   ] that

has the effect of redeploying that very force on behalf of an idea � namely, the one in that is �placed

in the square brackets�.  Call this force the force of immediate sensation in guiding appetitive activity, or the

force of immediate sensation for short.  

We cannot get there immediately, for we must go through two more steps of building. 

Before we do, let me emphasize that, while the qualitative domain of a �sensory field� is one place

in our mental life in where sensory input can make an impression upon us that shapes thought and

action in appropriate ways, it is not the only such place.  And indeed it does not always �know

better� (a point to which we will return).  For now we need only add that Hume�s notion that belief

�bestows upon� an idea the �force�, �firmness�, or �influence� of active sensation need not be for

belief to have or to give to the idea some sort of quasi-sensory or qualitative �vividness� or �clarity�. 
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Rather, the forceful role in question can be to play a decisive role, in conjunction with appetite, in

the intelligent regulation of motivated behavior in response to an environment.  (See Fig. 1.)

Figure 1

Animal guided by the force of immediate sensation

Directed appetitive pursuit        

�,�        ����������������������������������������    ***

         Hungry animal                      Direct sensory trail                  Unconditioned stimulus (UCS) � Food

We can say that, in the broadest of senses, the fish has good reason to swim as it does, and

in general to �follow its nose�.  It needs food, and it is non-accidentally set-up by nature in such a

way that its immediate sensory and motor guidance system are coupled to guide it reliably to food

in the environments in which it typically finds itself.  But we are sure that this is not thanks to its

narrow-sense rationality, or to a narrow-sense normative process of deciding to act.     

Building up to belief � Step 2

  

Our fish�s way of being �guided by sensation� is wonderfully effective and uncomplicated, but we

can see limitations right off.  For it, �out of sight� (or �out of smell�) is truly �out of mind�.  Food

and food traces which are not immediately sensed have no impact on its behavior.  Neither does

past immediate sensation of food.  If it has come across food every day at a particular spot, it still

will have no tendency to go preferentially to that spot as it hungrily explores its environment, until

it is in touch with an active sensory trail leading to that spot.10  If we could equip this animal with a
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capacity to be guided when hungry by non-food-like sensations that nonetheless are or have been

regularly correlated with the presence of food, then it could follow a trail of clues to locate food,

even without a direct sensory engagement of a gustatory or olfactory nature.  We might do this by

building certain cues into its genetic endowment � so that, when hungry, it swims preferentially

toward certain shapes, colors, temperatures, etc.  Mosquitos follow water vapor and carbon dioxide

concentrations, for example.  This �programming� of cues has the defect of being overly rigid,

since it means that mosquitos will hover happily over a boiling pot on a gas stove while ignoring the

weaker source of water vapor and CO2, but better source of blood, that tends the pot.  It would be

desirable if the animal could learn �where to look� in the novel environment created by human

discovery of fire and manufacture of pots, ignoring the stronger but misleading clue. 

In most animals, such learning appears to be the work of conditioned response  mechanisms. 

Conditioned responses are possible because, in addition to appetite, sensation, and various

stereotyped or �programmed responses�, such animals have a bit of memory and a capacity to form

and follow novel expectations based upon immediate sensation of novel associations.  In an animal with

even a bit of short-term working memory,  might say that immediate sensation characteristically

gives rise to immediate expectation,11 which is able to release and direct energy or effort (as in

movement) on the part of the organism � at the sight of food, the animal plunges ahead

�confidently�, in effect �trusting its senses� as it �follows its eyes� from moment to moment.   In

an animal with someone more extensive memory, not all expectation need be so short-term.  Once

aroused, unless inhibited, an expectation can persist over time in the absence of active stimulation �

it can, for example, enable an animal to reach unsensed food by signaling the animal to continue

along a trajectory even without an active olfactory or visual connection.  And unlike rigidly

stereotyped �hard-wired� motivational responses, expectation can by conditioning redeploy a
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�programmed subroutine� (such as food-seeking) on behalf of novel �cues� or �triggers�.  For

example, thanks to an actual, individual history of experienced patterns in discovering food, the

animal might benefit from the �reinforcement� of expectation by successful discoveries to learn

�where to look� on the basis of novel environmental cues, or from the �extinction� of expectation

owing to a pattern of failure to stop looking in a place that is proving unavailing.  In this way the

animal might be cued by context to expend effort on a sensorily �cold� trail,  but not to prolong

the pursuit indefinitely if it stays cold.   

In classical conditioning, we begin with a �reward� that can function as an �unconditioned

stimulus� (UCS).   Food for a hungry animal, for example.  Here no training is needed in order to

secure a behavior-guiding effect.  Thanks to this, and to memory, an association can be made be

established in the animal�s brain between a conditioned stimulus (CS �  perhaps the sounding of a

bell) and a specific sort of reward (food), thereby �reinforcing� hunger-motivated arousal responses

(salivation) and behavioral responses (perhaps going to a food tray) to the conditioned stimulus.  In

this way, the animal is brought into a state in which a very un-foodlike thing, perhaps

unprecedented in its own natural history (the sound of a bell), can elicit the same response as food

itself (or immediate sensation thereof).  A being capable of conditioning � and very �primitive�

animals indeed can be conditioned � is able to acquire novel approaches to remote, unsensed food

regularly present in its environment.  (See Fig. 2.)
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Figure 2

Animal guided by conditioned stimulus

Conditioned stimulus (CS) � Lightflash

�

�      �

<conditioned response>   <elicits>

�       �

�,�        �����������������������������������������������     ***

Hungry animal        No direct sensory trail            Directed appetitive pursuit      Reward (R) � Food

I am dragging you through this elementary bit of experimental psychology in order to say

something about belief, and about Hume.  In Hume�s language, we can say that as a result of

classical conditioning, the organism�s brain has �bestowed on [the conditioned stimulus, CS] a like

influence on the passions� as an �impression ... immediately present to the senses and perception

[of the unconditioned stimulus, UCS or R]� (T 119).  And, interestingly, Hume�s language appears

to be entirely up-to-date.  

A recent neurophysiological study of the �neural substrate of learning and reward� involves

developing a conditioned response by monkeys to a light-bulb illumination (CS) that anticipates the

presentation moments later of some food (R).12  Neurologists observed the particular pattern of

firing of dopamine neurons in the monkeys� brains that greeted the first, unanticipated

presentations of food (in this case, an injection of fruit juice into the mouth).  Dopamine neurons

function in various ways in behavioral regulation, seeming among other things to release energy for
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an active response, such as eating or seeking.13  The first presentations of food elicited a distinctive

�signature� in these neurons prior to any conditioning (Fig. 3, which aggregates a large number of

trials � see Appendix).   Let us now look at the dopamine neurons of monkeys who have been

conditioned by many trials to expect the appearance of food at a certain interval after the light flash

(Fig. 4 � see Appendix).  Notice that the signature response to food has been displaced virtually

intact to the appearance of the light flash.  Notice, too, that the actual presentation of food is now

greeted without any special activity in the dopamine neurons.  The animal has �bestowed upon� the

light flash the same �force� as the immediate impression of food, thereby creating an appropriate

behavior-guiding expectation.  The dopamine neurons show commendable efficiency � to spike up

again at the point of the presentation of the expected food would be misleading � there is no news,

no additional food in the offering that might call for further response than what was already initiated

at the time of the light flash.  To paraphrase Hume, the brain of the monkey has �bestowed upon�

the conditioned stimulus �like force�, quite literally, to the force of immediate sensation.  

What justifies us in thinking of this displaced signature as an expectation specific to the arrival

of food at a particular time, rather than some more generalized positive response to the light flash? 

What gives it any particular point of reference, so to speak?  Let us look at what happens if we put our

monkey �into extinction�, by failing to present to the food at the appointed moment after the

lightflash (Fig. 5 � see Appendix).  A sudden gap in the activity of the dopamine neurons occurs just

at the appointed time for food to arrive as expected.  Nothing else has changed, but our monkey is

now disappointed, taken aback.  With time, if the reward continues not to be forthcoming, the

monkey will cease displaying the signature response to the lightflash and to that extent �unlearn�

the expectation.  Those familiar with classical conditioning will know that this �unlearning� can be a

slow and complex process � the period of pursuit activity (lever-pushing, say) required before a
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reward is dispensed can be greatly prolonged by the experimenter, and even an irregular appearance

of reward will re-awaken the food-seeking behavior vigorously.  Clearly, organisms are equipped

with substantial �inertia� in the face of frustration, though certain more dramatic �negative

reinforcers� will work very quickly to �teach� avoidance.  This allows an animal to learn about and

persist in following long and demanding trails over extended periods and with many interruptions in

cuing, while yet being able to adjust rapidly to graver threats.  And many environments, after all, call

for just this sort of activity.  Such an animal is potentially a more educable and �intelligent� food

gatherer or hunter than one that is confined within the horizon of immediate stimulation and �hot�

trails.  Indeed, the root of our word �intelligent� is �to select�, and, still earlier, �to gather or collect�.

In the broad sense of rationality, then, we can say that the capacity to be conditioned gives

the animal enhanced ability to respond to reasons.  The monkey has �good reason� to react as it

does to the lightflash, and �good reason�, too, to take it as a matter of course �  rather than as news

calling for a further response � when the food at the appointed time.  It also has �good reason� to

be taken aback if the food doesn�t arrive on time, after the way things had been going. 

We commend the monkey normatively when shows its surprise at the absent food � it has

responded appropriately, and we know how it feels.

We need not, however, imagine that any of this shows reasoning in the narrow sense on the

part of the monkey, or normative guidance in the narrow sense.  Operant conditioning can be

successfully accomplished with very simple animals.  And generations of students have delighted in

�training� their professors to stand by the window, or by the door, or sit on the desk, etc. by simply

agreeing secretly among themselves to smile and nod whenever the hapless faculty member does so. 

Moreover, the �informativeness� of the conditioned stimulus with respect to food resides
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entirely in its idiosyncratic or particular history of reinforcement.  A flashing bulb is not a �natural

sign� of the presence of food, nor is it a reliable indicator in the world at large.  It does not

�encode� or �contain� any non-contextual information about food � such that more careful

scrutiny of the lightflash would yield generalizable lessons about food pursuit.  This is part of what

made classical conditioning such a revelation � a seemingly simple animal can learn a response to an

utterly arbitrary object, effectively redeploying basic physiological and behavioral mechanisms that

equip it to respond to �natural signs�.  Its efficacy does not rely upon any prior general system of

meaning, which is why it requires precisely a carefully-contrived particular pattern of reinforcement

via some pre-existing unconditioned stimulus to make it work to generate expectation.  Since the

evolutionary history is largely devoid of contriving experimental psychologists, one might wonder

that animals would so generally be equipped with this powerful re-orienting capacity.  We might

speculate that animals did better at meeting the challenges of environmental change, or of migration

to a novel environment, by being less wed to �hard-wired� signs and stereotyped responses, and

more open to learning about cues that they might not have previously encountered, but which the

natural environment has associated with rewards.

How to stop a half-ton of arctic terror with your little finger

Before leaving the subject of conditioning, we should pause to remark upon something very

material to our original query, the �engineering� aspect of the �is�/�ought� or �idea�/�action�

problems.  Crudely, once more, we could put the problem as how to get something so feeble, non-

affective, and mental as an idea to play to role of governing or redirection something as forceful,

affective, and bodily as action.  
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Consider now a massive captive polar bear who has been conditioned to expect lunch when

a right light turns on over a small door.  The polar bear is free to walk through the door at any time,

but lunch is there only when the red light is on.  It is now lunch time, and our polar bear has been

swimming and is good and hungry.  We turn on the light, and watch the bear shake itself and

shuffle confidently toward the small door.  It would not be a good time to stand between it and

lunch, anyone attempting to do so would quickly be overpowered, and, likely, devoured in the

bargain.  (This has regrettably happened in zoos.)  Suppose we wish to stop this beast in his tracks? 

A simple flick of the finger on the lightswitch will do.  Well-conditioned animals, seeing the light go

off, won�t continue to trudge to the food trough.  The light supplies very little energy, and the

finger supplies even less.  What gives? 

Steam engines and diesel engines have the alarming feature of being �self-exciting� � the

faster they go, the more steam or fuel they draw into their pistons, the faster they go, ... .  They can

dramatically self-destruct in just this way.  A large steam engine with its massive flywheel, or a

powerful diesel, taking off in this way, cannot be slowed down by any direct human force.  Yet the

problem can be avoided with a simple mechanism, a governor or regulator, which sits atop the machine

and begins to close a valve when the revolutions get beyond a set point.  The governors for gigantic

engines were often delicate and spindly, easily adjusted with thumb and forefinger.  

Neither the lunch light nor the governor supplies any noticeable force to counterpose the

energy it masters, each can be reset with little effort by a quite independent process.  They are

rather like a transistor or vacuum tube � what the British used to call a �valve�.  A weak current

supplied from one source can inhibit or release a much more powerful current from another

source.  This allows such devices to function, with the right circuitry, as actuator switches and logical

gates, and also to permit amplification of a signal.  The lesson from control theory seems to be: don�t
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oppose motive force with (larger) motive force for purposes of regulation; use switches and valves

when you can.

Intriguingly, Kant asks at the opening of the Groundwork, what might be the purpose of

nature in placing reason as the governor of  will (Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals, 395).   Friends

and critics of Kant alike have often supposed that this meant Kant must imagine reason as

producing on its own some special motive force � a �rational will� � strong enough to resist all

desire, and that idea has always been puzzling.  Kant himself, however, locates will in the �faculty of

desire�.  Some desires are mere inclinations, excited by sensation and pleasure (cf. Fig. 1).  But other

desires are �interests of reason�, which is to say, deployments of appetite and striving that �follow�,

or are switched on by, a �representation� or �idea�.  Reason operates with representations and ideas

to form judgments that do the switching or regulating (Metaphysics of Morals, 211-213):  

 The faculty of desire is the faculty to be, by means of one�s representations, the cause of the

objects of those representations. ... 

... That pleasure which is necessarily connected with desire (for an object whose

representation affects feeling in this way) can be called practical pleasure, whether it is the

cause or the effect of the desire. ... As for practical [as opposed to merely �contemplative�]

pleasure, that determination of the faculty of desire which is caused and therefore

necessarily preceded by such pleasure is called desire in the narrow sense; habitual desire is

called inclination; and a connection of pleasure with the faculty of desire that the

understanding judges to hold as a general rule (though only for the subject) is called an

interest.    So if a pleasure necessarily precedes a desire, the practical pleasure must be called

an interest of inclination.  But if a pleasure can only follow upon an antecedent

determination of the faculty of desire it is an intellectual pleasure, and the interest in the
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object must be called an interest of reason ... . [MM, 211-212]

Kant has in effect devised a system for regulating motive force (will) that nicely mirrors the control

systems just described.  A �determination� of reason that a certain �representation� applies is able

to govern or regulate motivation much as a governor or regulator directs the motive force of an

engine, or as a transistor governs or regulates the flow of a current, or the conditioned stimulus of

the red light governs or regulates the motive force of the polar bear.  Reason doesn�t fight motive

force and practical pleasure, it turns motive force on or off, and the pleasures of successful activity

(or frustrations of unsuccessful activity) follow naturally:

Every determination of choice proceeds from the representation of a possible action to the deed,

through the feeling of pleasure or displeasure, taking an interest in the action or its effect. 

The state of feeling here (the way in which inner sense is affected) is either pathological or

moral. � The former is that feeling which precedes the representation of the law; the latter,

that which can only follow upon it. [MM 399]

. But how can an idea �turn on� a motive force?  Return now from Kant to the zoo.  The

polar bear�s expectation of lunch was �turned on� when we turned on the light � just as the monkey�s

expectation of food was turned on in the experiment we considered.  This expectation then

(through the dopamine neurons, presumably) �turns on� a flow of active energy on behalf of

approaching the food trough.  But this same expectation will be, thanks to conditioning, �turned

off� when we turn off the light, and the approach behavior will stop.  An immediate impression of

food can, as Hume puts it, �actuate the soul, at that in the highest degree� (T 118).  Conditioning

shows that an arbitrary stimulus can acquire an identical �force� for expectation and motivation:  a

non-natural, feeble, independently controlled cue can serve as a switch or valve to regulate the very

great and irritable motive force of a polar bear.  Its ability to do this depends not upon motive
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force, but upon certain neural activity in the bear�s brain, made possible by the neurological

encoding of a mere association in a bit of circuitry.  We do not need to change the bear�s appetites or

inclinations, just to reset the circuitry that turns these appetites and mechanisms on and off, so that

now not only an immediate food impression, but an inedible red light, does the job.  

Could a similar trick allow something as non-natural, feeble, and independently controlled as

an idea or a mere logical relation, were it could be encoded in a bit of brain circuitry, to serve as an

actuator switch or regulator valve in the deployment of human expectation and motive force?  We

would need to find a way for the role of conditioned stimulus to be played by a representation or idea (see

Fig. 6).  

Figure 6

Individual guided by belief

Idea or representation  

�

    �      �

<confidence in>                    <elicits>                                      

    �       �

�,�    �������������������������������������������     ***

Individual        No direct sensory trail                 Directed appetitive pursuit      Reward (R) � Food

Here, in effect, is the design requirement that Hume attempts to meet with his �new and unusual

system� of belief, and its centerpiece, which he deems to be his chief entitlement to �so glorious a
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name as that of an inventor� in philosophy, namely, the �association of ideas� (A 31).     

Building up to belief � Step 3

The capacity of any animal capable of conditioning to learn about and act upon features of its world

will remain limited in an important way until it is equipped with some capacity for stimulus

generalization.  Without this capacity, it is at the mercy of particular histories of reinforcement keyed

to particular stimuli.  With this capacity,  it can �acquire� a novel cue or behavioral response

�spontaneously�, using its own wits (so to speak) to generate the suggestion that a related cue might

receive the same response, even without any particular conditioning to it.  Thereby it has the

potential to enlarge its repertoire by generalizing on its own the �lesson� of the previous

conditioning.

Of course, if we think only of laboratory settings and perfectly arbitrary conditioned stimuli,

the absence of a capacity for stimulus generalization might be no great handicap �  one

experimenter prefers lights, another prefers little cards in a window, another prefers buzzers, etc. 

What�s a sensible animal to make of this?  But if we step outside the laboratory, where the capacities

for stimulus generalization presumably were acquired over evolutionary history, then generalization

along certain lines of naturally-occurring causal relationships might pay off handsomely, and failure

to do so be extremely restrictive of learning capacity. 

This famous problem of �stimulus generalization� � when and how does an organism

transfer an associative connection from one condition to another, given that there are indefinitely

many ways of doing so � is often approached by invoking the idea of an innate similarity metric.  If the

animal is equipped with a mechanism by which certain relations of similarity are �privileged� in the
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animal�s associational brain structures, then cues or behaviors will be �spontaneously� generalized

without further conditioning to relevantly similar cues or behaviors.  No environmental collusion is

needed in the form of a pattern of reinforcement for the generalization to take place, though of

course the generalization might �extinguish� if no reward arrives from responses directed by the

new association.

A robin finds its favored food, worms, near or on the surface of the ground after a rain.  So

it flies down from the tree and searches.  Will it fly down from the tree and search if he lawn is wet

from being sprinkled in the middle of a fine day?  In my experience, robins do.  Indeed, the quite

dry and unrainlike sight of a yellow metal sprinkler being set out onto the lawn now seems to have

had �bestowed� upon it by my neighborhood robins� brains the same �force� as an active sensation

of  rain or rain-moistened grass.  Did this associative link come about only in the wake of a

complex history of  conditioning specifically to the sprinkler-present/sprinkler-absent condition? 

Or was the process dramatically shortened by a �spontaneous� stimulus generalization on the

robins� part from the similar appearance of grass after sprinkling to grass after a rain, even though

the antecedent conditions were so different (for example, the bird in the tree itself never gets wet

when I sprinkle)?   I don�t know.  But if the latter � wetted grass, whether by rain or sprinkler,

whether preceded by oneself getting wet or not, is close to wetted grass in robin �similarity space� �

the robins did well, with a more opportunistic and rapid extension of expectation. In general, an

animal can be a better responder to food availability, predator presence, etc., if it has an internal

similarly metric that mimics various patterns of  �natural relations� among causal features of the

world around it � and indeed, the presence of worms near the surface and ready for eating is not

caused by wet birds-in-trees, but wet ground.  An animal might be a yet better responder if it could

acquire or update elements in the similarity metric itself, as a function of  the experiential regularities
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experienced in the environment it finds itself in.  �Naive correlationalism� based upon constant

conjunction and temporal succession might not be a bad start, at least once one has enough of a

similarity space to see events as �near repetitions� or not.

Of course, real lability in opportunistic response to new or changed environments involves

many elements.  Koalas, I�m told, may go extinct because even though they physiologically could make

better use of food sources other than eucalyptus leaves, they won�t.  The fact that the behavior of

eating other, more available and nutritious leaves cannot even be conditioned into koalas suggests to

me that it may be less a limitation on stimulus generalization than a limitation somewhere else in the

poor, inflexible and therefore imperilled bear�s gustatory repertoire � perhaps the taste buds? 

Humans appear to be virtually �niche-less� on the surface of the earth, having expanded rapidly

over the face of the globe, and, if need be, developed �acquired tastes�, novel technologies for

shelter, food-gathering and -preparation, novel social forms, etc.  We appear to be the opportunistic

organisms par excellence; by contrast, many highly intelligent and sophisticated species, such as

mountain gorillas, are facing extinction because they are losing their habitat.  If humans had great

capacity for stimulus generalization, shaped by very powerful ways of revising and extending their

similarity metrics on the basis of local experience, that would help explain this.  Moreover, it would

help make the case for the rationality in the broad sense of human expectation-forming practices �

they seem to permit us to be good responders to available reasons.

Hume of course knew nothing of evolution, and so had to posit nothing less than a �pre-

established harmony� to explain the good fortune of the human expectation-creating and -revising

mechanisms that make this rapid learning, generalizing, and adaptation possible:  

Here, then, is a kind of pre-established harmony between the course of nature and the

succession of our ideas; and though the powers and forces, by which the former is
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governed, be wholly unknown to us; yet our thoughts and conceptions have still, we find,

gone on in the same train with the other works of nature.  Custom [the effect of observed

correlations in spontaneously establishing or extinguishing expectations] is that principle, by

which this correspondence has been effected; so necessary to the subsistence of our species,

and the regulation of our conduct, in every circumstance and occurrence of human life.  

[EHU 55]  

Keep in mind that custom, for Hume, is not �arbitrary social practice� of �ideology�.  Quite the

contrary:  �We call everything custom which proceeds from a past repetition without any new

reasoning or conclusion�; it is  �a secret operation� of the mind that takes places immediately,

without reflection, and without judgment (T 104).   In that sense it does not ask the �permission�

of a social practice or preconceived �theory of nature� � but has its effect non-deliberatively.  Yet it is

from this non-deliberative phenomenon that ideas acquire their content and generality, as well as

their efficacy for behavior.

When we have found a resemblance among several objects, that often occur to us, we apply

the same name to all of them ... .  After we have acquired a custom of this kind, the hearing

of that name revives the idea of one of these objects ... but the word not being able to

revive the idea of all these individuals, only touches the soul, if I may be allow�d so to speak,

and revives that custom, which we have acquir�d by surveying them.  They are not really and

in fact present to the mind, but only in power ... . [T 20]

Thus it is that from our spontaneous tendencies to stimulus generalization along lines of �similarity�

and �invariant succession� we can acquire mental objects that, though particular, �stand for� a

generalization and can have the same �power� as the generalization in �touching the soul�.  

Hence arises what we call the apropos of discourse: hence the connection of writing: and
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hence that thread, or chain of thought, which a man naturally supports even in the loosest

reverie. ... �Twill be easy to conceive of what vast consequence these principles must be in the

science of human nature ... and all the operations of the mind must, in a great mesure,

depend upon them. [A31-32]

Well, we have here a very early contribution to naturalistic semantics, and surely the account is full

of enough underdescription, loose-jointedness, and ambiguity to permit any of a wide variety of

contemporary naturalistic semantic theories to claim Hume as their precursor � correlational, causal,

informational, teleo-semantic, etc.  Indeed, since Hume is aiming to give only an account of the

naturalistic infrastructure of the semantic content of ideas, his account could be smiled upon by any

contemporary semantic theorist, naturalistic or non-naturalistic, who accepts supervenience.  

My point is hardly to suggest that dig deeper into the Treatise to discover (at last!) the best

account of this infrastructure.  Rather, it is that this picture enables us to see how an idea can play

the role of a conditioned stimulus or even immediate impression as an actuator switch or motive-force

governor for human expectation and action.  And here Hume makes a point that was perhaps lost

track of until Lewis Carroll and Ludwig Wittgenstein.  

Normativity

We began with a puzzle, or, at least, what I was trying to persuade you is a puzzle.  A plausible line

of inquiry reveals belief to be an action-guiding attitude or feeling, not an �inert representation�. 

Yet we think that belief can be rational in the narrow sense, i.e., governed by norms of reason.  

So far, I�ve been talking of �governing� in a quite mechanical or organismic sense: switches,

eliciters, valves, etc.  Causal stuff. Maybe that�s what we need if we�re talking about forming and
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changing feelings.  But where�s the reasoning or normative guidance in all this?  Surely a polar bear who

stops in his tracks because a red light has gone off is not a model of rational normative guidance 

Yet the picture of the operation of ideas in Figure 6 in actuating or regulating expectation is

essentially indistinguishable from the picture of the operation of the red light in actuating or

regulating motive force in Figure 5. 

Consider a recent, important discussion of the normativity, in which Christine Korsgaard is

discussing Hume and the idea of normative guidance in practical reason, though her point can equally

be applied here.  Indeed, in a related discussion of normativity, she seems to want to make a similar

point about Hume on theoretical reason:

... I don�t think that Hume believes in rational belief any more than he does in rational

action.  His view is that beliefs are sentiments which are caused in us by perceptions and

habits.  Reason doesn�t really enter into it.14

Here is Korsgaard explaining how reason might �enter into� things in the practical case:

... as Nagel points out in The Possibility of Altruism, the specifically rational character of going

to the dentist to avert an unwanted toothache depends upon how the belief and the desire

are �combined�.  It is certainly not enough to say that they jointly cause the action, or that

their bare co-presence effects a motive, for a person might be conditioned so that he

responds in totally crazy ways to the co-presence of certain beliefs and desires. ...  If the

belief and desire ... operate on the person merely by having a certain causal efficacy when

co-present, the rational action is only accidentally or externally different from the mad one. 

... For the person to act rationally, she must be motivated by her own recognition of the

appropriate conceptual connection between the belief and the desire. ...

... The rationality of an action, I have just suggested, depends upon the agent�s being
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motivated by her own recognition of the rational necessity of doing the action.15

Well, what if one is conditioned to respond in the appropriate rather than inappropriate way?  This

remains �external� to the rationality of the agent:

 After all, a person may be conditioned to do the correct thing as well as the incorrect thing;

but the correctness of what she is conditioned to do does not make her any more rational.16

In Figure 6, the relation of the individual (with his, her, or its particular collection of experiences,

imaginings, and appetites) to the idea is �non-deliberative�, �causal�, or �organismic� � a kind of

regularity-induced attentiveness, confidence, or trust called �custom�.  Custom is, as Hume insists,

�a secret operation� that takes place without judgment and �before we have time for reflexion� (T

104).   Moreover, in Figure 6 the relation of the idea to the expectation is �immediate�, not judged

�appropriate� or �fitting�, but exactly as spontaneous as the �like influnence� on feeling of direct

experience.   There appears to be no room in this process for anything worthy of the name

�recognition of rational necessity�, which presumably requires reflection upon conceptual relations

and judgment.  How could this be reasoning? 

We are like, Hume will say, the person who visits Oxford, sees the colleges, libraries, and

quads, observes the oddly-costumed people in going in and out of them, and asks when he is going

to be shown the University.  That is, what goes on in reasoning is just the sort of thing that goes on

in Figure 6, or, more expansively, Figure 7.  
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Figure 7

Individual guided by belief and association of ideas

<immediate transition of thought>                             

Idea 1     �����������   Idea 2  

     �       �

    �      �

<confidence in>                    <elicits>                                      

    �       �

�,�    �������������������������������������������     ***

Individual        No direct sensory trail                 Directed appetitive pursuit      Reward (R) � Food
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No particular bit of the figures is a �recognition of rational necessity� or �judging the applicability of

a rule or norm�.  But when such recognitions or judgments obtain, Figure 6 or Figure 7 displays the

recognition- or judgment-constituting infrastructure that is present.  And the differences between Figures 6

or 7, on the one hand, and Figures 1 or 5, on the other, is just the difference that is worrying

Korsgaard when she worries that a person could be conditioned to do just any crazy old thing � like

the teacher conditioned to lecture from the corner by the window by his conspiring students or the

bear conditioned to walk through a door when the red light is on.  

How does Hume explain this?

We may here take occasion to observe a very remarkable error, which being frequently

inculcated in the schools, has become a kind of establish�d maxim, and is universally

received by all logicians.  This error consists in the vulgar division of the acts of the

understanding into conception, judgment, and reasoning, and in the definitions we give of them. ...

What we may in general affirm concerning these three acts of the understanding is, that

taking them in a proper light, they all resolve themselves into the first, and are nothing but

particular ways of conceiving our objects.  Whether we consider a single object, or several;

whether we dwell on these objects, or run from them to others; and in whatever form or

order we survey them, the act of the mind exceeds not a simple conception; and the only

remarkable difference, which occurs on this occasion, is, when we join belief to the

conception, and are perswaded of the truth of what we conceive. [T 96-97n]  

We can see Hume�s point at once.  Suppose that �recognition of rational necessity� in the case of

�carrying out a piece of reasoning� meant �judging that a rule applies�, inserting, so to speak, a self-

conscious judgment between the premise to which the rule applies and the conclusion that follows. 

Say, the very simple rule of �conjunction elimination�.   We would go from (1) to (2), below:
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(1) A & B � (2) A & B

B �(� & �)�  �   � � �

B

Still, (2) is no more than a �brute� concatenation of three elements rather than two, unless we self-

consciously judge that the application of the rule of conjunction elimination indeed fits the first

premise, and that the conclusion conforms to the rule.  Now we�d move from (2) to (3):

(2) A & B � (3) A & B

�(� & �)�  �   � � � �(� & �)�  �   � � �

B � �A & B� &   �(� & �)�  �   � � �  �   �   � �B� �

B

But now (3) is just a concatenation of four thoughts unless ... .   The �very remarkable error� Hume

observes is the thought that we cannot in an inference simply accept (1), that is, we cannot

... exert our reason without employing more than two ideas, and without having recourse to

a third to serve as a medium betwixt them. [T 97n]

Yet clearly, �the mind cannot run up with its inferences in infinitum� (T 97).  Therefore unless a

piece of logical reasoning can be constituted by an act of �simple conception� joining two mental

terms together in an immediate movement of thought � so that �the appearance or idea of the one

immediately carries us to the idea of the other�, because the one �immediately introduces� the
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other via a mental �association� (A 31-32) � there could be no �true species of reasoning� (T 97n)

at all.  Any self-conscious reasoning wherein we bring inferential principles to light, such as (2), 

itself depends at every step upon �immediate� transitions of the mind at the next level, as made

explicit in (3) �  no more and no less than the most unself-conscious ordinary reasoning, as in (1). 

He writes:

  ... I conclude, that the belief, which attends the present impression, and is produc�d by a

number of past impressions and conjunctions; that this belief, I say, arises immediately,

without any new operation of the reason or imagination. [T 102]

Morever, in belief the idea�s connection to expectation is equally �unmediated� or �immediate� �

just as sensation gives rise to an �unmediated� or �immediate� effect on the passions, directly

�actuating the soul� (cf. T 118):

Unless nature had given some original qualities to the mind, it cou�d never have any

secondary ones; because in that case it wou�d have no foundation for [mental] action, nor

cou�d ever begin to exert itself. [T 280]

Hume thus enables to see the outlines of an account of belief that answers our initial puzzle. 

For he enables us to see how the very non-deliberative, associational,  and feeling actuating characteristics

that he highlights in his �new and unusual� system of belief could permit a feeling of confidence in

an idea that gives rise to a feeling of expectation could be rational.  The feeling of confidence in an

idea with a particular content arises from circumstances that are in fact evidential for an idea with

just that content (that is, a particular idea �takes on the liveliness or force of an impression� owing

to certain experienced regularities, Humean �custom�, and systematic mental associations, Humean

�associations of ideas�), and this in turn gives rise to corresponding expectations.  By thus allowing

historically-shaped-feelings that take as their object ideas to switch on forward-looking-feelings that take as
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their objects states of the world, for example, Hume explains how we might embody something

worthy of the name �inductive reasoning�, much as the various buildings and people in Oxford

might embody something worthy of the name University.  

To consider the matter aright, reason is nothing but a wonderful and unintelligible instinct

in our souls, which carries us along a certain train of ideas, and endows them with particular

qualities, according to their particular situations and relations. [T 179]

Our psychology would possess the infrastructure to permit it to express the (non-psychologistic)

truths or falsehoods or logic and science:

Reason is the discovery of truth or falshood. Truth or falshood consists in an agreement or

disagreement either to the real relations of ideas, or to real existence and matter of fact. [T

458]

It might be thought that it would improve our rationality if somehow the imperfect

associational connections among our ideas could be constrained to be perfect, that is, if we simply

could not make transitions in thought or belief that were not in accord with logical norms � if we

were, in Hume�s words, �oblig�d by our reason [to make only those transitions of thought we

would] ...  if we wou�d closely pursue our reason� (T 182).  For example, a good deal of research in

cognitive psychology shows that commonsense human associational thinking does not strictly

adhere to the mathematical principles of probability.  Admittedly, we might be more flawlessly

normatively guided in the narrow sense if our belief formation were constrained somehow to strictly

Bayesian principles, say.  (Much as Kant believed that a �holy will� would by its very nature never

will other than in accord with the test of universality, and so never encounter the categorical

imperative as an �ought�.)  But if part of what has made humans so rational in the broad sense, so

able to respond appropriately to whatever reasons there might be, has been a capacity to make
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unprecedented revisions in our ideas (novel concepts) and, in consequence, in our similarity metrics,

then we are like agents who can make discontinuous revisions in our Bayesian �priors�, not via Bayes�

Rule.  To have restrained us to strictly rule-governed revision might well have meant that we could

not learn the inaptness or inadequacy of our conceptual scheme.  And thus we would have paid for

our punctilious rule-following with a loss in knowledge and understanding.   

This appears to be Hume�s response to debilitating skepticism.  All three of our expectation-

forming mechanisms are active in us virtually all the time.  In the scheme adopted herein, this

means that our expectations are continually being shaped by immediate sensation, conditioning, and

association.  Hume discovered that a pattern of association of ideas (�reasoning� in the narrow

sense) led him to see that he could not give any argument to support his belief-forming tendencies �

the most basic linkages in his expectation-forming mechanisms were always immediate and non-

deliberative:

After the most accurate and exact of my reasonings, I can give no reason why I shou�d

assent to it; and feel nothing but a strong propensity to consider objects strongly in that

view, under which they appear to me. ...  Without [that] quality, by which the mind enlivens

some ideas beyond others (which seemingly is so trivial, and so little founded on reason) we

cou�d never assent to any argument, nor carry our view beyond those few objects, which are

present to our senses[,] ... nor cou�d those lively images, with which the memory presents

us, be ever receiv�d as true pictures of past perceptions.  [T 265]   

That is,

Our affections, on a general prospect of their objects, form certain rules of conduct, and

certain measures of preference of one above another:  and these decisions, though really the

result of our calm passions and propensities ... are yet said, by a natural abuse of terms, to
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be the determinations of pure reason and reflection. [EPM 196]

Now, if it were not for these �passions and propensities�, and our contact with the actual world of

sensation, the skeptical chain of reasoning would lead us to a complete cessation of belief and

mental crisis.  Fortunately, Hume observes, if part of our expectation-forming nature yields to this

perfectly valid chain of skeptical reasoning, other parts do not, and continue to shape expectation

without permission of reasoning in the narrow sense.  Thus, leaving his closeted study and engaging

in the world will revive action-guiding expectation and prevent such an �abuse of time� (T 270). 

It would be most unfair to accuse Hume of having given on a practical rather than a theoretical

reply to the problem of skepticism.  After all, he has given a sophisticated epistemic, or perhaps meta-

epistemic argument to the effect that it is in the nature of belief that the skeptic is right � reasoning

alone, even reasoning with �inert representations� as premises, cannot generate and sustain belief,

for all reasoning involves (on pain of regress) non-deliberative transitions of thought.  As Wittgenstein

would much later write:

217. �How am I able to obey a rule?� � if this is not a question about causes, then it is

about the justification for my following the rule in the way I do.  

If I have exhausted the justifications I have reached bedrock, and my spade is

turned.  Then I am inclined to say: �This is simply what I do.� ...

219. ... I should have said: This is how it strikes me.

When I obey a rule, I do no choose.

I obey the rule blindly.17

As Allan Gibbard points out in his discussion of fundamental authority in Wise Choices, Apt Feelings:

we could not avoid taking things on our own authority, even if we resolved to [even though

such] fundamental authority ... [c]learly ...  is non-rational in one sense in which
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philosophers commonly use the term. 

And:

The fact that I find [some] thing self-evident is not my ground for accepting it; my finding it

self-evident consists in accepting it this way.18

If we are ever going to approximate the �true relations of ideas� in our reasoning, the relations that

are in fact self-evident, then we must have belief-forming tendencies that cannot be defended on by

the deployment of (narrow sense) reasoning alone.  Thus we always preserve that much of skepticism,

but continuing believing because we see that good (narrow sense) reasoning by its nature is

constituted by good unreasoning propensities and passions, and this could not be otherwise.

Where reason is lively, and mixes itself with some propensity, it ought to be assented to. 

Where it does not, it never can have any title to operate upon us.  [T 270]    

And thus:

 I may, nay I must, yield to the current of nature, in submitting to my senses and

understanding; and in this blind submission I shew most perfectly my sceptical disposition

and principles. [T 269]

This is not to dismiss reasoning in the narrow sense.  Indeed, no fact about us is more important

than that we can form beliefs and not merely conditioned or stimulus-driven expectations.   Hume

argues that:

certain properties of human nature, which tho� they have a mighty influence on every

operation of both the understanding and the passions, are not commonly much insisted

upon by philosophers.  The first of these is the association of ideas, which I have so often

observ�d and explain�d.  �Tis impossible for the mind to fix itself steadily upon one idea for

any considerable time; nor can it by its utmost efforts ever arrive at such a constancy.  But
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however changeable our thoughts may be, they are not entirely without rule and method in

their changes. [T 283]

To be sure, we also pay an epistemic price for failures to be able to align our expectations and

mental transitions entirely with strict logical rules.  Our sensory and conditioned expectations may

not yield to perfectly good argument when that would be reasonable (in the broad sense).  Thus

Hume considers an 18th-century equivalent of the nervous flyer, who knows full well the statistics

on air safety, but inevitably finds himself behaving as if he expects a crash to be likely when the plane

rumbles down the runway � sweating, gripping the seat, pleased and amazed when the giant, rattling

contraption becomes airborne.  Hume considers a man in what appears to have been a form of

amusement, or maybe torture?  � An strong iron cage suspended from a tower by a stout chain. 

... a man, who being hung out from a high tower in a cage of iron cannot forbear

trembling, when he surveys the precipice below him, tho� he knows himself to be perfectly

secure from falling, by his experience of the solidity of the iron, which supports him ... .  

The circumstances of depth and descent strike so strongly upon him, that their influence

cannot be destroy�d by the contrary circumstances of support and solidity, which ought to

give him perfect security.  [T 148]

His causal beliefs cannot overcome his �animal� expectations.  

So it is not clear that normativity in the broad sense always or unequivocably favors yielding

to inclination rather than struggling to revise expectations not supported by reasoning.  Clearly this

could not be a general recipe for epistemic improvement, since it would destroy belief and reason

altogether, and extinguish �any tolerable prospect of arriving by [this] means at truth and certainty�

(T 270).  But there is a great deal of epistemic improvement to be had from attending more closely

to reason than to mere �animal� expectation or to await always a favorable regime of conditioning. 
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�Animal� expectation and conditioning may give birds the nerve to fly; but it took belief for

humans to get there.  

 

Does it feel right?

Hume has frequently been criticized for leaving us with no more than a causal theory that explains

how we come to possess and stabilize certain feelings of credence; yet in theoretical reason we

speak of beliefs as more or less justified or correct, and as regulated by epistemic principles and logical rules.

Feelings are neither correct nor incorrect, and association is a psychological rather than logical

matter.  This criticism is, I have argued, unearned, and rests upon a misunderstanding of what it

would be to find �reasoning at work� in the mind.  But does Hume�s account of belief �as an

operation of the mind that raises an idea to equality with an immediate impression, bestowing upon

it a like influence on the passions� (to paraphrase) strike us as plausible?  We are, after all, all

believers, should have some feeling for this.

I have tried to give it some empirical plausibility by showing how it could constitute an

evolutionary redeployment of earlier expectation-forming mechanisms once we enter the idea-rich

environment of human cognition.  But that is third-personal and speculative.  How does it feel

from inside?  You be the judge.  

In deciding, be sure to keep in mind that Hume�s idea that belief is �like� active sensation is

not a phenomenological claim.  To believe someone is on the other side of a door, for example,

does not seem anything like actually seeing the person before us.  However, if the �likeness� is

functional, and if the characteristic influence of immediate experience on the sentiments is to yield

an expectation, then we should expect belief that someone is on the other side of a door to yield an
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expectation similar to that we would form if we had direct sensory evidence that the person is on

the other side of the door, say, the door were imagined to be glass.  That is, we will expect not to see

the person before us as long as the (actually opaque) door stays shut, but to see him once it is

opened.  We would, in fact, be rather surprised if we had direct sensory evidence that the person is

on the other side of the (imagined glass) door and yet the person were suddenly standing directly

before us, with no door between us, and without having opened the door.  We would equally be surprised

and �disappointed� � like the monkey in the previously discussed experiments � if we were to swing

the glass door open and the person were not to be seen on the other side.  The idea �Jones is

standing just outside the door� has the same �force� for expectation and action that a direct

sensation of Jones located on the other side of the door would have.  If you like, the mental

�signature� concerning �expectation of location� of an immediate sensation of a person on the

other side of a glass door, has been attached to an idea.     

A similar point helps us see how the Humean view of belief applies to beliefs concerning

abstract objects and unobservable forces.  These beliefs do not require us to have odd sensation-

like images or things unseen or unseeable, but rather only the concept of these things and the

relevant sorts of expectations concerning experience.  Indeed, Hume�s view of causation seems to

be, not that there is no causation � he talks constantly of little else � but that regular experiences of

past A-B conjunctions (sitting on large rock and not falling through it) gives rise immediately to a

causal A � B belief (rocks support us), without need on our part for a special �judgment of reason�

or for observation of a mysterious connecting force.  The causal belief, however, does have a

�force�, namely, the same force for expectation as an immediate observation of actual future A-B

pairings.  That is, I will be unsurprised to sit down on a novel large rock while walking and find

myself supported (as the monkey was unsurprised by the arrival of food at the appointed time), but
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much surprised if I fall through it (as the monkey was taken aback by the non-arrival of food).  To

be sure, if I do fall through a large rock one day, this same mechanism will function as an

�extinction schedule� for the exceptionless causal belief, reducing the force of the causal idea for

expectation.  I�ll be more careful in the future.  

And what of beliefs about the �true relations of ideas�?  If they are not like �seeing� a logical

relation standing before us, or suspended in a Platonic heaven, what are they like?  Again, we turn

to the regulation of expectation.  To think that �A & B� implies �B� is to find it �obvious�, to expect

nothing else than that �B� can be successfully detached whenever �A & B� holds.  Not all notions of

relations of ideas are quite so obvious.  Suppose that I am told by an entirely reliable authority that

a certain argument is valid.  I read in George Boolos, for example, that: 

Everybody loves my baby, but my baby don�t love nobody but me.

implies:

I am my baby.

I am surprised and yet sure he must be right.  So I believe with full confidence that the argument is

valid.  Therefore, I undertake to give a truth-tree fully expecting that I will succeed.  If I fail, I blame

myself, and try again.  If I continued to fail, and I�d take the case to my colleague Allan Gibbard,

fully expecting him to show me the simple mistake I�m making.  If he were stumped, then I�d be truly

amazed.  

So that�s what belief is like, on this view: belief is an action- and thought-guiding expectation

arising from a degree of trust in an idea or representation.  We might say, for short, belief is a

feeling for the world through a feeling for an idea.  Not all expectation is like that � much

expectation involves no intermediating idea at all.        

According to Hume, human sensation generates all manner of expectations, and the human
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imagination generates all manner of ideas.  Patterns of experience directly enhance or reduce a

posteriori the force of ideas some for expectation � willy-nilly, we might say:  even when theory tries

to rule them in or out a priori.  Ideas in turn directly introduce other ideas via the �association of

ideas�, and those ideas that possess force a priori (�native expectations�) or acquire force a posteriori

(by �custom�) tend to convey that force to others �immediately� across these linkages of

association.  In beings capable of both ideas and sensations, ideas and sensations will jostle together

for influence on the common ground of expectation in shaping and guiding the individual�s

behavior.  In effect, humans have been set up to operate as confidently under the guidance of firm,

experience-entrenched or -generalized ideas and images as they do under the influence of direct

sensation, but also to lose confidence in their ideas if sensation proves recalcitrant.  Humans are

therefore capable of rapid learning, since they can hypothesize regularities and cause-and-effect

patterns based on mere ideas, engage in trial-and-error experience, firm up some while losing

confidence in others, generalize rapidlyl via association, and so on.  

Stability of belief in such a dynamic, environment-sensitive system is a good sign, since

experience exerts force upon expectation whether we like it or not, and conditioning, too, exerts a

subterranean, correlation-based pull on expectation even when our self-conscious thinking doesn�t

notice.  Under such pressures, genuine stability of belief is something of a sign that we are getting

things right, matching ideas to �real relations�.  Our expectations are not being taken aback.

Nature has proceeded with caution in this case, and seems to have carefully avoided the

inconveniences of two extremes.  Did impressions alone influence the will, we should every

moment of our lives be subject to the greatest calamities; because, tho� we foresaw their

approach [in virtue of forming a mere idea of the approaching calamity even when there is

no present sensation of it], we should not be provided by nature with any principle of
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action, which might impel us to avoid them.  On the other hand, did every idea influence

our actions, our condition would no be much mended.  For such is the unsteadiness and

activity of thought that the images of every thing, especially of goods and evils, are always

wandering in the mind ... . [T 118-119]

Happily, Hume observes, Nature has contrived things so that �the power of actuating the will� lies

both with experience-entrenched ideas, associations made with such ideas, and immediate

impressions alike, so that:

�Tis certain a man of solid sense and long experience ought to have, and usually has, a

greater assurance in his opinions, than one that is foolish and ignorant, and that our

sentiments have different degrees of authority, even with ourselves, in proportion to the

degrees of our reason and experience. [T 182]

Thanks to belief, with its distinctive blend of ideas and feelings, of what can be reasoned and what

cannot,  theoretical reason is possible.  Perhaps so.  Again, you be the judge. 
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1. This is a genuine question even for a view of reasons in the broad sense that identifies them

what we would arrive at via a process of ideal reasoning.  There is certainly no guarantee that

our actual, non-ideal reasoning always helps us to track such reasons. 

2. Michael Smith, The Moral Problem (Oxford: Blackwell, 1994), pp. 7-8.  Emphasis added.

3. �To be pursued� is Mackie�s phrase.  See J.L. Mackie, Ethics: Inventing Right and Wrong

(Hammondsworth: Penguin, 19xx).

4. David Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature, ed. by L. A. Selby-Bigge (Oxford: Clarendon,

1888).  Hereinafter page references to this work will be given the text, along with the abbreviation 

�T�.  Other abbreviations to the work of Hume in the text: EHU =  An Enquiry Concerning

Human Understanding; EPM = An Enquiry Concerning the Principles of Morals (page numbers

taken from David Hume, Enquiries, ed. by L. A. Selby-Bigge, rev. 3rd ed. by P. H. Nidditch

[Oxford: Clarendon, 1975]; A = An Abstract of a Book Lately Published; Entituled, A Treatise of

Human Nature, ed. by P. Sraffa and J. M. Keynes (ref.).

Here and elsewhere, except where noted, I will be speaking of �propositional belief� when

I speak of belief.  Not all beliefs take propositions as their contents, or take mere propositions as

their content.  For example, many beliefs (including some we will use as examples herein) have

indexical elements that might not be expressible in the language of propositions as classically

understood.  For now, I will make nothing of this, though we will return to it briefly, below.

5. Here we encounter an important difficulty � the confounding effects of motivation in giving a

Notes
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simple model of cognition.  A simple animal�s movements can be mapped out, but what to say

about the drives or representations behind these movements?  Aristotle, who undertook related

thought experiments in De Anima, observed that animal motion � that is, motion not externally

impressed upon an entity, as when a stone is pushed, but motion originating from within � 

appears to presuppose something like appetite (epithumia, also translated as �desire�).  What else

would stir the animal to activity?  But how do we know what �appetite� means here other than �a

tendency to initiate a certain kind of motion�, and how do we decide which factoring of a

tendency into appetite and perceptual recognition to attribute?  It seems safe to attribute hunger

to a food-deprived animal, at least, when there are relevant physiological clues as well.  But as for

nature of this �hunger�, or the ultimate defensability of this attribution, we must admit some

perplexity.  Experimental psychologists debate among themselves, for example, whether

perceptual recognition is always tied to drive, or whether genuine learning can occur in the

absence of drive-reduction.  We will come back to this question later.  

6. By sensations and appetite, that is.  See previous note.

7. Ref. from Pierre Jacob.

8. The classic experiment is Jerome Bruner and Leo Postman, �One the Perception of Visual

Incongruity: A Paradigm�, Journal of Personality 18 (1949): 206-223.

9. Refs. from Weiskrantz et al.

10. Aristotle�s doctrine that �touch� is basic to all sensation � which might otherwise seem odd �

seems to have been based on a similar sort of �thought experiment� involving the need for direct

sensory contact.  See De Anima, ref.

11. In attributing even an �immediate� expectation, we are assuming something like �short-term
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